Text appears: Razer Barracuda X. Hybrid audio freedom. 4-in-1 wireless headset.

The Razer Barracuda X floats above a teleportation device.

It turns on, activating a series of 4 lights, before the screen splits four ways to show the headset’s wireless dongle connecting to four platforms.

Text appears: PlayStation, Android, Switch, PC

The headset teleports into the industrial, RGB-lit world of the PC platform, where powerful audio drivers are assembled layer by layer.

Text appears: Powerful, high-fidelity sound. Razer™ TriForce Drivers.

The headset’s wireless dongle connects to a PlayStation 5.

Text appears: PlayStation

Upon connecting to the console, the headset teleports to a futuristic, high-tech lab, where a holographic human forms around it to showcase its ergonomic comfort.

Text appears: All-day wearing. 250g lightweight build.

The headset’s wireless dongle connects to a Nintendo Switch.

Text appears: Switch

Upon connecting to the console, the headset teleports outdoors to a series of sunny floating islands, as its headband padding fills up playfully.

Text appears: Pressure-free fit. Thick, plush headband cushion.

Blue and red balls bounce against the headset’s ear cup cushions, emphasizing its plush texture.

Text appears: Breathable, long-lasting comfort. Flowknit memory foam.

The headset’s earcups swivel and lock into place, before its wireless dongle connects to an android device.

Text appears: Android

Upon connecting to the device, the headset teleports to a cyberpunk city, as a building begins to lift off the ground,

Which matches the motion of the headset’s mic detaching.


The screen splits four ways once again, recapping the 4 different worlds the headset has teleported to.

Text appears: PlayStation, Switch, Android, PC

At the center of it all, a fifth shot of the headset appears, merging the 4 unique worlds into one.

Text appears: 4-in-1 wireless. Multi-platform versatility.
With a surge of power, the headset successfully merges the worlds.

*Text appears: Razer Barracuda X. Hybrid audio freedom.*

Razer logo appears.